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A Parliamentary forum for Media and Marketing Debate 

 

Is magazine media this country’s greatest cultural export? 
 

“Our magazines are nothing short of a cultural force, one that has existed and crucially 

evolved for generations”. These were the words of Terri White, Editor-in-Chief of 

Empire. She was proposing the motion ‘Magazine media is this country’s greatest 

cultural export’ at the Debating Group debate on 28 October 2019 at the House of 

Commons. The debate was sponsored by the Professional Publishers Association and 

chaired by the Rt Hon the Lord McNally, a Vice-President of the Debating Group. 

 
Terri White considered the nature of a great cultural export: its impact and its influence. It is a 

fragment of our national identity that starts as a local footprint and becomes a national stride. “And 

I’m guessing that a truckload of money into the economy helps”. On that very definition alone she 

argued that magazine media is not just an often overlooked cultural export, but the greatest we have. 

 

In the UK, 29m adults read print magazines alone every month. “And not 29m ‘nanas and granddads’, 

ready to drag the medium with them to the grave”. 76% of millenniums consumer magazine media 

every month. 

 

“But”, Terri White maintained, “the very best are not just relevant and resonant here, on the soil 

where we currently stand. They stretch out over the road and oceans and seas, through the skies, to 

touch people elsewhere”. Empire, the magazine of which Terri White is Editor-in-Chief, is a British 

title, but crucially the world’s biggest film magazine. Its reputation, impact and influence are felt 

globally, in a very real way. It has huge power in the film industry, playing a vital role in shaping it 

for the last 30 years. 

 

Empire was one of the first magazines to support Quentin Tarantino. It was writing about Marvel – 

now a multi-billion dollar studio producing box-office dominating films – ten years ago when comic 

book movies were ‘silly films for men in damp basements’. This year, Martin Scorsese, Robert de 

Niro, Joe Pesci and Al Pacino decided to appear together in one publication in the world to promote 

The Irishman, a film at the forefront of a new type of cinema funded and distributed not by a 

traditional studio, but by a tech-turned-content platform, Netflix. They chose Empire to tell their 

story. 

 

Empire does not just reflect culture, but it makes it. Its fingerprints are all over it, inside it. Three 

weeks ago, a quote from Martin Scorsese, in the magazine’s career-spanning interview with him, 

about Marvel not being cinema, sparked a debate across the world about what constitutes film and 

cinema in 2019. It is a debate that still rages, that has been picked up by filmmakers, actors, studio 

bosses and fans in their millions. 
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In economic terms, the reviews in Empire impact on local and global box offices. What it says matters 

because it influences what is made, how it is marketed and the response when it is released. Last year 

when Terri White travelled to San Sebastian, its review of Star is Born was plastered everywhere. 

When she went to New York the magazine’s reaction to Ready Player One was quoted alone on every 

film poster. She went to LA and Empire’s Joker review led the advertising on primetime TV. And 

Empire is a British, not an American publication. Because of Empire, people either stay put or put 

their hands in their pockets and pay for a ticket. 

 

Iconic British magazine brands also say who we are to the world: what it is to be British right now. 

What says more about Britain in the summer of 1990 – the summer of love – than a freckle-splattered 

Kate Moss on the cover of The Face? Or the state of masculinity in 1994 than the first issue of 

Loaded with Gary Oldman alongside the cover line ‘super lads’? Or of the new dawn of duelling 

Britpop bands in 1995 than the Blur/Oasis showdown issue of NME? Or the tension today at the heart 

of the young royal family than Meghan Markle on the cover of Tatler.  These are snapshots of history, 

of society of us – our spirit, our concerns, our obsessions. Magazines are billboards proclaiming these 

things to the rest of the world. 

 

It is why there has been a fetishisation of British magazines for decades. British magazines are not 

just the best in Europe, but the very best in the world – the agility, the innovation, the verve, the fire 

and the flair. And they are funny! Depending on the title, they have been weird, brazen, provocative, 

hilarious, rude and absurd.  They have bravery and a boldness that rejects the conservatism that has 

kept other magazine markets around the world stuck and staid. “I worked in New York. I know”, 

proclaimed Terri White. 

 

She gave examples of some of the different British magazine titles:  Smash Hits, with its unashamedly 

populist, tongue-in-cheek approach to pop stars; More! Magazine which runs graphic sex positions in 

a magazine for young women; Take a Break, which recognises that millions of women would want to 

read about the tragedies that befall women just like them while they have a cup of tea and five 

minutes for themselves. 

 

Freemium magazines were launched at scale, one of which, Stylist, continues to be one of the most 

successful women’s magazines in the world. Last week it published an issue guest edited by Hillary 

and Chelsea Clinton. The industry aggressively grew the men’s market through every societal and 

cultural wave – through the man, to the lad, to the proper lad, to the new man. It saw the deep 

potential in specialist titles across music, motoring, sport, film, as well as cage and aviary birds. 

 

Some of the markets which the industry innovated and created, are still buoyant, some are not. “But” 

Terri White maintained, “that frankly does not matter. Some magazines are meant to live, breathe 

forever and some simply are not. They stand as testaments to a particular time in our society. They are 

a part of history. Nuts, a magazine I worked on, could never exist now. But it tells us of that time”.  

What matters is that magazine media continues to morph, evolve, adapt, grow as the world, society 

and culture around us grows too.  

 

“And to the thing itself: there is something wonderfully, beautifully singular about the magazine, the 

physical object. The craft, the care, the smell, the prose, the picture, printed on paper. Where each 

piece of furniture, each word, each comma, each graphic flourish has been agonised over. The art of 

page craft is just that: an art. And the greatest artists in the world reside in this country. Editors, 

designers, photo editors, sub-editors, reporters, writers. Our relatively small country is bursting at the 

seams with talent pool often fished in by the rods of other countries”. 

 

Most importantly, the relationship between magazine media and audiences is unrivalled. Magazines 

are not just there to entertain, they are there to inform, inspire, excite and anger. The connection 

between people and the object are they holding in their hands is as simple, as effective and powerful 

as any you can imagine. You can be a fan of a film, a franchise, a band. But magazines, when they are 
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at their very best, are beyond this – they offer crucial context and conversation. “It’s why Tarantino 

said, "Film is my bible and Empire is my church. Come worship with us! For we offer belonging! A 

place to call home!” 

 

Terri White maintained that magazines are gangs you belong to for your entire life. They become the 

stitches in the fabric of your life. And the trust that engenders is as rare as hen’s teeth in a world of 

suspicion, cynicism and fake news. Magazines have some of the highest stats when it comes to trust – 

82% of readers say they trust what they read inside a magazine. Trust is a currency has never been 

higher. People want to believe. Magazines are the place they can. 

 

You will hear much about magazines being dead. This is a demise that has been heralded for a good 

couple of decades. “But the news of their death is, well, a load of rubbish.  489 titles were launched in 

2017 alone. We don‘t just have our feet in the past. We continue to innovate at a pace that outstrips 

any other country”. Because of that continued innovation, the connection lives beyond the warm 

home of the printed page. We have been at the forefront globally of adapting to digital publishing, 

apps, digital editions, videos and podcasts. We are with people when they commute, at their desk, in 

the bath, on their dinner break, when they are lying in bed, when they are drinking their tea. We are a 

respite, a sanctuary, when they are arguing with their husband, grieving, struggling with mental health 

issues or just plain bored. 

 

It is a 24/7 relationship. And when you are with someone, inside their ears and their thoughts and their 

bellies 24/7, how do you measure that impact? And how do you measure that impact on a global 

scale? Terri White recounted a meeting she had in Los Angeles with a woman who had been a reader, 

a listener of Empire for years. “She listed the films that have changed her life that we had turned her 

onto. The filmmakers we had introduced her to, the discussions that had moved her, resonated with 

her. How she would never, ever, want to be without us”. 

 

Magazines may not be the ‘biggest’ cultural export in terms of economics, but it is certainly not 

insignificant. The value of publishing services exported from the UK was £1.98bn in 2017, up from 

£1.03bn in 2010. The sector exported goods worth an estimated £2.76bn in 2017. The motion is not 

the 'biggest’, but the ‘greatest’ cultural export. Terri White cited Muhammad Ali and Robert de Niro 

as examples of ‘greatest’. Nor is it about box office receipts. However, the writer Caitlin Moran – 

herself one of this countries cultural exports – said recently of Empire, “It makes the world seem 

bigger”.  

 

“And isn’t this what a great cultural export should do? Empire, Time out, Tatler, British Vogue, Mojo, 

Grazia, The Face. Gal-dem, Four Four Two, Hello, Q. They make you feel both at home and part of 

something much, much bigger”. They have influence, impact and cultural global resonance. 

 

Creative industries 
 

Opposing the motion, Stephen Woodford, Chief Executive of the Advertising Association, 

conceded that magazines have an impact on the global stage. He agreed at the outset that magazines 

are a vital cultural export for the UK – a jewel in our cultural crown. But his argument was predicated 

on the point that they are just one jewel of a many jewelled crown and they would not be as strong an 

export story without that crown. Magazine media are part of the UK’s wider story of a cultural 

exporting powerhouse – it is the combined power of the UK’s creative industries that we should be 

recognising in this debate.  

 

The most recent figures from DCMS showed that our country’s creative industries made a record 

contribution to the economy in 2017, breaking through the £100 billion mark for the first time. 

 

So, as well as magazines, we must acknowledge the unparalleled contribution made by TV, radio, 

firm, photography, music, museums, galleries, and digital; not forgetting what the Advertising 

Association believes is the most important cultural export of all – advertising.  
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The value of the creative industries to the UK has risen from £94.8 billion in 2016 to £101.5 billion – 

that is £11.5 million per hour. Since 2010, the growth of our creative industries has been nearly twice 

the rate of the wider UK economy. 

 

This view of the combined creative industries as a leading export powerhouse for the UK was 

recognised by the Government in March last year when it launched the Creative Industries Sector 

Deal. The aim of the Sector Deal is to invest more than £150 million in creative businesses across the 

deal’s lifecycle up to 2023. This could mean 600,000 jobs in the sector – a vital matter if we are to 

offset losses that could be incurred by the move to automation across the economy. The deal seeks to 

create success by funding leading creative clusters to compete globally; research into augmented 

reality and virtual reality and a careers programme that will open up creative jobs to people of every 

background. 

 

Late last week, the CBI released a report on the creative industries, with recommendations for how it 

might thrive post-Brexit. This report noted the strength of our creative industries.  Firms in the sector 

contributing more to the economy than the oil and gas, automotive and aerospace sectors combined. 

The report also highlighted that it is one of the few sectors more resilient to automation and can also 

boost productivity. 

 

Stephen Woodford  is especially pleased on a personal level to see advertising name-checked 10 times 

in the report, compared with twice for magazines  – evidence of the contribution of his own industry 

to the wider creative industries.  

 

In launching the report with DCMS Secretary of State, Nicky Morgan, CBI Director General, Dame 

Carolyn Fairbairn also recognised that our creative sector is a force for good, noting that it has the 

ability to unite people in an increasingly polarised world, from the millions of people across the 

country watching our excellent TV programming to the contribution of our news industry, as well as 

enjoying our outstanding magazines.  

 

This contribution to society and the global good demonstrates how our creative industries, while also 

being our greatest cultural export in a hard-nosed economic sense, can also contribute fundamentally 

to the UK’s status as the leading soft power exporter in the world.  

 

In 2018, global communications agency Portland released its latest soft power 30 list, which is the 

benchmark ranking for this increasingly important measure of global influence. The UK ranks first in 

this list, with France, Germany, the US and Japan making up the rest of the top 5. 

 

The report noted that “the UK’s objective soft power assets are the foundation of its continued 

success”, with our culture and digital sub-indices ranking highly. Institutions that export our culture, 

such as the British Council and BBC World Service, in combination with our internationally 

recognised brands, were noted as providing the global reach and influence to engage global audiences.  

The report particularly highlighted the Government’s GREAT campaign – by its nature a creative 

campaign, but also a campaign showcasing creativity as an industry – as “serving the UK well in 

promoting the best of the country to external audiences”.  

 

Of particular relevance to present circumstances it also noted that continued investment in the 

institutions and vehicles that export British soft power will only become more vital as Brexit is 

completed. Our creative industries will be as central to retaining our national brand equity post-Brexit 

as they have been in building it up to now. This is not something that can be done by magazines alone 

or above any other.   

 

Finally, Portland emphasised that the “UK’s creative, cultural, financial and technology sectors keep 

the world interested in what is happening in Britain”.  
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Stephen Woodford believes that it is not simply by accident that the creative sector was included in 

first place in this list, but because that it is without doubt our greatest cultural export; what keeps the 

world interested in what we are doing in Britain and the areas we are innovating; and most 

importantly, what keeps the world buying from us.  

 

So while he agreed that magazines are a key part of the creative powerhouse that is so vital to our 

future success, they are just one very bright diamond in the crown and it is our creative industries as a 

whole that we should be celebrating as our foremost cultural export. 

 

He finished by quoting from Pink Floyd, on behalf of the UK creative industries ‘shine on, you 

creative diamond!’  

 

The Big Issue 

 

Seconding the motion, Paul McNamee, Editor-in-Chief of The Big Issue, developed the theme of 

who we are, by asking the audience to imagine they were homeless on the streets of London.  

 

“Imagine if you will, being on the streets. I don’t mean walking around the streets of the great global 

city beyond this chamber. I mean living on them. Imagine surviving out there. Unseen much of the 

time, huddled under a blanket, a dirty stained and rotten blanket. Battered, bruised, and hustling any 

way you can to survive. Believing that life has turned its back and it is not for you.  

“Imagine that this is 1991.  The wretched and the forlorn, as you are, are growing in number. In 

London, Lincoln’s Inn Fields is a magnet. It attracts you and your fellows every night.  

“However, the truth is you, the abandoned and forgotten, are in fact the most important people alive. 

This is the truth. Because you there, lying alone, are the key to a revolution that will shake London, 

that will spread out and beyond to every town and city of England and of Wales and of Scotland. And 

then, it will take hold in Europe and it will roll across to the east, to the towns and cities of Japan, 

South Africa, Australia, and into the Americas, North and South. 

“And this life-shuddering change comes back to you. Your impact on the world will be glorious and 

vast. And how will this be achieved? By a magazine, of course.  

“This revolution will not be televised. The revolution will be through hot press and four colour 

process, with saddle stitches or perfect binding, with words and pictures, wonderful words and 

pictures, on pages.   

“But first, a step back. I will return to our moment of revolution. First I would like to focus on another 

cultural export, a totemic giant of a man, and one who dealt with social injustice.  

“We have heard my brilliant colleague lay out the weird, brazen, provocative, hilarious, rude, absurd 

genius of British magazines, about their global cultural resonance, about how magazines have shaken 

the foundations of life beyond these shores. 

“Consider back a little. Nearly 200 years ago, Charles Dickens was padding these corridors. He may 

have looked in here. Well, not actually here …. this is part of Pugin’s design after the great fire of 

1834.... Still, Dickens knew this place. As he knew London. As he knew, and was frequently incensed 

by the goings on at Lincoln’s Inn. It was not then known for homelessness and deprivation, but 

Dickens saw the stratified society all around, and how the poor and weakest were punished, and he 

wanted to do something. And what did Dickens use to tell the stories he saw, as he grew from 

journalist to novelist? Magazines! He used magazines – titles like Household Words. Once A Week.  

All The Year Round. They carried the chapters of his books as each book progressed. This we know. 

This is no secret”. 
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Paul McNamee pointed out that Dickens knew the value of a periodical. And it was periodical 

prowess that brought success to Dickens and so took him from Britain to America and beyond.  

It was magazine culture that allowed one of Britain’s greatest exports to inform the cultural capital of 

the world. We do not have to look hard to see other heavyweights finding success in periodicals also 

helping to propel them to an eager public beyond these shores. Thackeray did it in a very anti-|Irish 

way in Punch. While that great Irishman Jonathan Swift, who loved to go heavy as a pamphleteer, 

notably satirised the wealthy in their approach to the poor in A Modest Proposal”. 

Paul McNamee returned to the audience, asking them to imagine themselves at the moment of 

revolution in 1991. 

“Into that moment, that moment when desperation was growing and the left-behind were lost, stepped 

a man with an idea. Like Dickens, he was from London. He was of London, of the London poor. And 

he also loved magazines and prized the value of words to change things for the better.  

“Along came John Bird – now of this house! And Bird decided, along with his friend Gordon 

Roddick, who had a pound or two in his back pocket from having set up The Body Shop with his wife 

Anita, to do something about the mess. He would produce a magazine, one that would be traded on 

the street by you, the broken and the dispossessed.  

“This magazine would have fire in its belly and would be politically charged. It would seek to give 

voice to the voiceless. But you would have to buy it. You would buy it. For half the cover price. Then, 

you would sell it on the street. The difference is the money you will earn, and you will work your way 

back into society.  No handouts, money earned, self-respect earned, by you. 

“Of course, there was opposition. Many laughed and said magazines could not work like that on the 

street, and besides it cannot be legal! Bird found the Pedlar’s Act of 1871 that would allow sales of 

magazines on the street. He and his team set about creating a magazine that people would want, and 

he helped give those without hope, a chance of a future. And it was a revolution.  

“From London, The Big Issue spread across Britain. And then it moved to Australia, and Japan and 

South Africa and Korea and Taiwan. And people around the world realised that a periodical could 

change lives and change the cultural view of those who sell it, and those who buy it. It has a double 

impact. A British-birthed double-whammy. By the mid-1990s The Big Issue had led to the set-up of 

the International Network of Street Papers. The revolution rolled on.  

“First a trickle, then a torrent of magazines, influenced in their set up, in their very being, by The Big 

Issue, were established.  

“At present, there are over 120 street magazines across the world – from Buenos Aires to Bergen, 

from Belgrade to Seattle. Tens of millions of pounds every year are earned in ways that are legal, 

ways that otherwise would be far from legal. 

“And this is because of Britain’s greatest cultural export. Because of the power of magazines.  

“It changes lives. It saves lives. It provides futures. And it provides a hell of a thing to read.  

“I am the editor of The Big Issue. I know how powerful a title is. I saw it several weeks ago.  

We publish our first book drawn from The Big Issue content this week. It is a collection of ‘Letters to 

My Younger Self’. This is a piece we run in the magazine every week, an idea that also runs in many 

other magazines around the world. We interview some of the best known figures anywhere, and ask 
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them to give their 16-year-old self-advice on what they know now. Paul McCartney, Roger Moore, 

Billie Jean King, Desmond Tutu, Buzz Aldrin, Rod Stewart. They are all in it. So popular is the 

feature that Mark Carney, the Governor of the Bank of England, quoted one of the pieces, from Will I 

AM, no less, in a keynote speech to international bankers.  

“This book, the book born of a magazine, has already been sold to Chinese, German and Romania 

markets. That is impact. 

“So you see, ladies and gentlemen, magazines are not just the biggest cultural export. They are much 

bigger than that.  

“They are righteous!” 

Advertising Export Group 

Seconding the Opposition, Heather Young, Deputy Editor of the Think Tank Credos, accepted 

that magazines are a real treasure of our national life. But as exports go, there are plenty of other 

sectors within the creative industries that could also may claim to the title of greatest cultural export.  

Advertising is an example. 

The argument for advertising is borne out by the figures. Annual UK exports of advertising services 

are worth £6.9 billion, according to the latest ONS figures. An 18% increase on the figure of 5.8 

billion registered in 2016, outstripping overall UK service exports which grew by 7% in comparison. 

The UK exports more advertising services than it imports to the tune of £3.8 billion – this is the 

largest trade surplus in ad services in Europe.  

In recognition of this fact, a new group is being launched next year – the UK Advertising Export 

Group (UKAEG). The purpose of this group is to grow exports of advertising and marketing services 

around the world, to support the international growth of companies in the advertising industry and to 

build on the UK’s position as a global advertising hub. 

The Government has put its seal of approval on advertising as a key cultural export by supporting 

UKAEG in a unique industry partnership with UK Government. The Group will be backed by a 

projected £1m of annual promotional budget to accelerate profit and lead generation opportunities in 

key international territories including China, Japan, South Korea, North America and Europe. 

Already this year  UK advertising has teamed together to support more than 100 companies at major 

industry events round the world, including this summer’s ‘Creativity is GREAT’ campaign at the 

Cannes Lions International Festival of Creativity. 

 

Working across our creative industries, the organisation will include representation from our world-

beating production and post-production industries in the APA, from our world-class advertising and 

creative agencies in the IPA and from leading edge data and marketing businesses in the DMA. 

Together they will showcase the UK’s status as the global hub for advertising to a worldwide 

audience and advertising as our greatest cultural export. 

 

The UK Advertising Export Group will do this through a combination of activities across a calendar 

year, joining up key moments on the international advertising industry with the UK Government’s 

own activities, such as the Dubai Expo 2020 and the British presence at the Tokyo Olympics. It will 

also work with the Department for International Trade and UK embassies around the world so that 

these countries are able to experience – and enjoy – the very best of UK creativity. 

 

UK advertising is on the move. And that direction is outward and global-facing, as part of a culture of 

creativity that is recognised worldwide. 
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There are few industries which can claim they can serve and export their services to clients in Asia, 

destined for markets in Europe, Africa, and the Americas and vice versa anywhere in between. The 

UK’s creative industry, which includes both advertising and magazines, does this in spades. 

 

Our advertising industry stands as a cultural export across borders, seas, language and culture. 

Heather Young concluded, “That is why I believe advertising could equally argue its position as our 

greatest cultural export, and that like magazines, advertising does this through its integral position at 

the heart of the UK’s creative industries”. 

 

Discussion from the floor 

 

The following contributions were made: 

 

For the motion: 

 

 The contributor referred to the role that magazines had played in her youth in Ireland. The 

pages of magazines offered a window into a gang that lived in those pages. Magazines may be 

replaced by Spotify or Netflix, but these do not supply the same challenges. Magazines give 

you the opportunity to grow and think. 

 We export in different ways. We have to consider export of ideas. A journalist-led media 

brand such as The Economist is our greatest export. 

 It was pointed that that The Economist is a member of the PPA, and is therefore self-defined 

as a magazine. 

 The format of magazines was invented in the UK. 

Against the motion: 

 

 The contributor suggested that Caxton, the inventor of the printing press, was our greatest 

cultural export. 

 We are confusing the content and the messenger. 90% of magazines are consumed within the 

UK, not really exported.  The influence of the content has the cultural impact. Magazines 

cannot claim to be the country’s greatest cultural export. 

 The contributor acknowledged the virtues of magazines, but pointed to other cultural exports 

such as the BBC and other news broadcasters. The Economist is also a cultural export, but is 

this a magazine or a newspaper? We have to look at the creative industry as a whole. 

 Life is quite bland and the contributor would love to think of magazines as our greatest 

cultural export, but in fact they are only one of the different parts of the creative industry. 

 The contributor referred to other cultural exports: football, especially the World Cup; music, 

democracy. 

 Without the other cultural jewels magazines would not have any content. 

 The contributor referred to newspapers that later became magazines such as NME and 

Sounds. Cultural exports are a mixture. 

 The whole creative industry is great.  

Undecided: 

 

 The argument of the ‘jewel in the crown’ is very compelling. We have to take our passion 

about the creative industries in this country to schools, pointing out that it is a great industry 

in which to work. 
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Summaries 

 

Summing up for the opposition, Stephen Woodford, argued that everything we have heard about 

magazines supports his side of the argument. The opposition does not dispute that magazines are an 

important cultural export for the UK. But to claim they are the best misses the point. They are only a 

part of a greater creative industry. They thrive as part of a cultural and creative eco-system that has 

made the UK what it is today – the global centre for creativity and cultural innovation.  British 

creativity leads us to lead the world. 

 

Advertising has incredible power. Stephen Woodford has the greatest respect and affection for Empire 

and The Big Issue, but what ultimately underpins their creative and cultural business model? Aside 

from the cover price, their export growth is also supported by advertising. What pays for much of our 

national television and radio programming aside from the BBC? Advertising. What pays for our 

outstanding news aside from subscriptions? Advertising. What pays for our cinema industry aside 

from box office receipts? Advertising.  Advertising is another great exporting story but it too is 

integrally linked to our cultural and creative industries. 

 

“Ultimately, the creative Industries are a national treasure for Britain – our crown jewels. Our 

unparalleled creativity in magazines, TV, film, theatre, fashion, design, art and most importantly for 

me – advertising – are all individual jewels that make up a greater crown of creativity. Together, they 

help our businesses trade internationally and keep the world’s consumers hungry for more great 

British creative and cultural content”.   

 

Stephen Woodford concluded by flourishing a copy of Empire with a cover picture of Star Wars. He 

claimed that Star Wars, a huge global franchise, is one of the most powerful examples of British 

creativity, e.g. content, the score by John Williams, played by the London Symphony Orchestra and 

not least, Darth Vader’s iconic helmet designed by British sculptor Brian Muir. 

 

He concluded “May the force be with British creativity”. 

 

Summing up for the motion, Terri White argued that magazine media is this country’s great cultural 

export, stressing the singularity of the motion. Her contact in LA had stressed that Empire was an 

integral part of her life and Caitlin Moran has said that it makes the world seem bigger. Magazines are 

our voice and will be our voice in a post-Brexit world. 

 

But magazines are also important in spreading ideas, and creating new formats. Paul McNamee talked 

about how The Big Issue has changed lives globally and we heard from the floor how magazines 

changed the lives of people living in an Irish village. Their influence, impact and cultural global 

resonance make magazines this country’s great export. 

 

The result 

 

Following a hand count, there were 29 for the motion and 28 against. The motion was therefore 

carried. 

 

Next debate 

 

The next debate will take place on Monday 27th January 2020 sponsored by the Internet Advertising 

Bureau. For more details contact Doreen Blythe, Debating Group Secretary, e-mail:  

doreen.blythe22@btinternet.com 
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